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The Christian World
In the context of the present-day religious pluralism and meeting of religions, we cannot afford to ignore the subject of
religious phenomenology. Non-Christian religious traditions have confronted in their own way the problems that arise from
human conditions with respect to the meaning, and goal of life. The answers to these problems given by the
phenomenology of religions cannot be lightly disposed of as irrelevant to the theological reflections.

World Empire and the Return of Jesus Christ
Ben Witherington III offers a comparison and a critical assessment of the end times teachings of Jesus and Paul.

How Jesus Saves the World from Us
One of the most interesting topics in the Bible is the doctrine of the Second Coming of Christ. God has not left us in the dark
concerning the details of Christ's future coming, but has given us several clear prophetic signs to watch for. Signs of the
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Second Coming of Jesus Christ and the End of the World looks at key events the Bible says will lead to the glorious return of
the Lord Jesus at the end of the age. If you ever wondered why the world is the way it is, and where it is headed, then you
need to read this book! Whether you are a Christian or not, this revealing work will give you the vital information you need
to prepare for what may come in the near future, and for eternity itself. (this book gives much historical information,
compares worldviews, and provides several charts for a better understanding of historical developments).

Jesus Christ
All proceeds from this book go to charity. The most important component of God’s plan for humanity was the gift of His one
and only son on the cross for the sins of the world. As Christians, the systematic approach we use to present this gift to the
sinful world will determine the effectiveness of our role as followers of Jesus Christ. It is very easy to tell someone that Jesus
died for the sins of the world but how do you bring them to that place where they can effectively see Jesus as a personal
gift designed to save their soul? This book will help you understand God’s unique gift and bring you to that place where you
can see the world through the eyes of Jesus Christ.

Theology in the Context of World Christianity
Christ the light of the world
The earliest of the four Gospels, the book portrays Jesus as an enigmatic figure, struggling with enemies, his inner and
external demons, and with his devoted but disconcerted disciples. Unlike other gospels, his parables are obscure, to be
explained secretly to his followers. With an introduction by Nick Cave

Signs of the Second Coming of Jesus Christ and the End of the World
Jesus Christ
And, behold, I come quickly; and my reward is with me, to give to every man according as his work shall be. —Revelation
22:12 KJV Are you prepared for the return of Jesus Christ? People have talked about it, read, wrote, sung, joked, and made
movies about it. In March 2006, author Sarah A. Jones heard a voice in her dream say to her, “Let your testimony be: ‘Jesus
Christ is Coming!’ The people must be told so that they can be prepared upon His arrival.” Therefore she has written this
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book about His return; what we can do according to God’s word to be prepared for this inevitable event; and what will
happen to those who are not prepared. A MUST READ! I pray that this book will bless you, enlighten, and inspire you to seek
God, and draw closer to Him in hope that you will be prepared for Jesus’ arrival. Allow God to speak to your heart as you
read with expectation to hear and receive from Him. You will be amazed, and your life will never be the same. We
guarantee it! Time is running out. Believe it or not; prepared or not; Jesus Christ is coming! For He is coming, for He is
coming to judge the earth. He shall judge the world with righteousness, and the peoples with His truth. —Psalm 96:13 NJKV

The Gospel of Jesus Christ and Why the World Rejects It
Christianity has always been about being saved. But today what Christians need saving from most is the toxic
understanding of salvation we've received through bad theology. The loudest voices in Christianity today sound exactly like
the religious authorities who crucified Jesus. This is a book for Christians who are troubled by what we've become and who
want Jesus to save us from the toxic behaviors and attitudes we've embraced. Each of the 12 chapters proposes an antidote
for the toxicity that has infiltrated Christian culture, such as "Worship not Performance, "Temple not Program," and
"Solidarity not Sanctimony." Each chapter includes thought-provoking discussion questions, perfect for individual or group
study. There are many reasons to lose hope about the state of our world and our church, but Guyton offers one piece of
good news: Jesus is saving the world from us, one Christian at a time.

One World One Nation Under One God, Jesus Christ
Western civilization is becoming increasingly pluralistic,secularized, and biblically illiterate. Many people todayhave little
sense of how their lives have benefited fromChristianity’s influence, often viewing the church withhostility or
resentment.How Christianity Changed the World is a topicallyarranged Christian history for Christians and non-Christians.
Grounded in solid research and written in apopular style, this book is both a helpful apologetic toolin talking with
unbelievers and a source of evidence forwhy Christianity deserves credit for many of thehumane, social, scientific, and
cultural advances in theWestern world in the last two thousand years.Photographs, timelines, and charts enhance
eachchapter.This edition features questions for reflection anddiscussion for each chapter.

The Book of Mormon
This important reference for any home library is the perfect guide to New Testament culture, language, history, and
teachings. Jesus Christ and the World of the New Testament is richly illustrated with hundreds of images, including original
artwork, artifacts, maps, and timelines. Uncover the origins of the books of the New Testament and learn how stories of
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Christs life and teachings were preserved after His death. Explore the relationships between Greek, Roman, and Jewish
culture that explain much about how the gospel was shared and recorded. Examine scriptural issues that have been
debated by scholars throughout the ages. Nearly 300 topics provide valuable context to understanding New Testament
times, from the role of women and families, to portraits of key personalities, to controversial legends that have persisted to
our day. This unique resource is sure to enrich New Testament studies as never before!

Jesus Christ and the World of the New Testament
Jesus Christ, Word of the Father
The Second Coming of Jesus Christ
Over six thousand years ago in the regions of the third heaven, a Triune council of the Holies, the Father, Son and Holy
Spirit, brought about the creation of heaven and earth and all that was created in the six days as we have record of written
in the Word of God. In the likeness of the Triune God was man created, being formed from the dust of the ground. God
breathed into his nostrils the breath of life and man became a living soul. God planted a garden eastward in Eden and there
he put the man whom he had formed. I have not the pen or vocabulary to describe the pristine beauty that this garden
entailed prior to the first footprint impressed upon this sacred garden. Then God said. "it is not good that man should be
alone", and He made a help meet for him, so the first parents perfect environment of no sin, no decay; a paradise for eyes
to behold. But alas, sin entered and Adam and Eve were put out of the garden and we have the fall of mankind; the fall of
no hope. It had become certain that death would reign and only the Triune God had made plans for the redemption of
mankind, all knowing that man would sin and fall victim to sin and that redemption plan was already decided beforehand in
the regions of the third heaven long before man was created. The redemption plan was provided to come into the world as
the Son of God, the hypostatic union, meaning Christ's humanity and divinity in one hypostasis, or individual existence,
being born by a miraculous entry into the world. We will never understand how God and man could unite in one person. The
deep things and mysteries of God are far beyond our horizon. Although He was in the likeness of men, that refers to the
human nature. He was sinless and He appeared as man in looks and dress but was unlike the natural man in that sin was
not an integral part in his unfallen human nature. He had to become man in order to die on the cross for you and me. But
He did not diminish the Person. The two natures in Christ are not fused together, they remain distinct and different. Let me
say He did not give up Deity or the use of His attributes of Deity. Read Isaiah 53:12. He poured out His soul unto death.
None of Christ's divine attributes were relinquished. However, He obscured His majestic glory while embodied by the
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earthly body. Recorded in the four Gospels is what we have of the life of Christ on this earth. There is no complete
biography that could ever be written of the life of Christ on the earth because there are so many details not given. The four
Gospels give its own emphasis of how they described the works and life of Christ. The false teachings of cults and critics
and evolutionary of man becoming gods is not what our Bible says; it is opposite the false teachings. The Bible says God
became man, who was Jesus Christ, both man and God.

Passion of Christ, Passion of the World
This book provides high school or adult readers with an excellent overview of the earthly ministry of the Lord Jesus Christ.
Chapter questions and vocabulary drill are provided throughout the well-illustrated book, as well as helpful maps.

The New Testament of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ
Based on the author's thesis (Th.D.)--Leiden University, 1971.

Behold! the Second Coming of Jesus Christ Is Near
The Influence of Christ in the Ancient World
Explores the Gospel According to Matthew, especially the Sermon on the Mount, considered the blueprint of the Christian
lifestyle, emerging with a clearer understanding of the Nazorean rabbi who preached it and the Gospel writers, especially
Matthew, who passed it on to us. Original.

Living As Jesus Lived
Signs of the Second Coming of Jesus Christ and the End of the World
In this book you are going to discover How and when this medical doctor was chosen to rule like King David for His Christ
the whole world as one great nation.signs and wonders that God used to confirm the mission given to this good young
medical doctor as the Firstborn of Christ Jesus, the greatest of all leaders of the nations.God used His king David for Trump
to win the election of 2016 and the catch of Ben Laden in the same way God used Moses in the bible for Joshua to win the
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battle. Jesus is the same yesterday, today, tomorrow and forever.It is a time of one world one nation under one God of gods
Jesus Christ through his king David. The new York is going to become the new "Jerusalem" as the Holy world capital city for
this Holy world kingdom called "Bethel" that means the House of God. It will be a time of prosperity, righteousness and
justice of God! It is a new season for the universe.I love you everyone from all over the world as my own beloved and great
people. God bless you all!

Jesus Christ
The Scriptural Doctrine of Our Lord Jesus Christ, and the Holy Spirit, in Their Relation to God
the Father
J rgen Moltmann formulates necessary questions about the significance of Jesus the Christ for persons today. He offers a
compelling portrait of the earthly Jesus as the divine brother in our distress and suffering and points to the risen Christ as
the warrant for the "future in which God will restore everything . . . and gather everything into his kingdom." Urging that
acknowledgment of Christ and discipleship are two sides of the same coin, Moltmann contends that the question of Jesus
Christ for today is not just an intellectual one. Moltmann takes fresh approaches to a number of crucial topics: Jesus and the
kingdom of God, the passion of Christ and the pain of God, Jesus as brother of the tortured, and the resurrection of Christ as
hope for the world, the cosmic Christ, Jesus in Jewish- Christian dialogue, the future of God, and others.

Jesus Christ for Today's World
One of the most interesting topics in the Bible is the doctrine of the Second Coming of Christ. God has not left us in the dark
concerning the details of Christ's future coming, but has given us several clear prophetic signs to watch for. Signs of the
Second Coming of Jesus Christ and the End of the World looks at key events the Bible says will lead to the glorious return of
the Lord Jesus at the end of the age. If you ever wondered why the world is the way it is, and where it is headed, then you
need to read this book! Whether you are a Christian or not, this revealing work will give you the vital information you need
to prepare for what may come in the near future, and for eternity itself. (this book gives much historical information,
compares worldviews, and provides several charts for a better understanding of historical developments).

The Christian View of God and the World
Jesus Christ: God's Revelation to the World is the first in a three book series written for the beginning courses of the U.S.
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Bishops' Curriculum Framework. It provides a map for high school students to navigate the wonderful work of God--Father,
Son, and Spirit--in forming a People, giving a Law, and preparing for the Messiah. The one-semester course is intended to
give students a general knowledge and appreciation of Sacred Scripture while coming to encounter Jesus Christ.

The Glory of Christ's Visible Kingdom in this World
The Life of Jesus Christ on Earth
The World Empire is coming by degrees - right now it is being built! That which Jesus predicted before his return, will be
fulfilled - we are nearing the threshold point. Read for yourself the clear evidence of this global development and the
outcome of world events. In your hands is a book which provides an overall view of the end times scheme, in a readable
way. Within these pages the author humbly believes that the reader will find something on almost every aspect of this area
of Christian teaching. It has been extensively researched, vastly sourced and uses over 1500 endnotes in support. 'World
Empire and the return of Jesus Christ' offers a highly credible argument. As that is so, The Church of Jesus needs to arise
and understand the times in which she exists. She must become active, telling others about Christ, and by living out the
true gospel in word and deed. We are to be the prophetic voice in the wilderness for the Lord. Reader - Jesus Christ is
coming in his glorious splendour. Every eye will see him, every knee shall bow before him and every person throughout
history will confess him as Lord. The power of that day will be unrivalled, as the wondrous promises of God will come to
pass. There is nothing more magnificent than this What a day it will be!

The World of Jesus
The Emotions of Jesus
Popular Author Provides the Market's Most Accessible Introduction to the World of Jesus' Time To understand Jesus' life and
ministry, we need to understand the history and culture of his world. Marty, author of the popular The Whole Bible Story,
provides readers with a thoroughly readable, easy-to-understand history of Israel leading up to the time of Christ. Each
chapter ties closely to the events of the New Testament as Marty carefully answers such questions as •Who were the
Pharisees and why was Jesus upset with them? •Why didn't anyone like the Samaritans? •When and why did the Jews start
worshiping in "synagogues" rather than the Temple? The book will include call-out boxes, summaries, and other tools to
make this the most accessible book available on the topic.
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Saviour of the World
The Second Coming of Jesus Christ is close at hand. The last 2000 years has been the Tribulation. Soon in our generation,
especially in my lifetime Jesus is coming back. I met Jesus on August 10th 2012. And I have a drawing that looks like Jesus
that the Lord helped me to draw. It is a copy of Adolfo Simeione's work, an artist from Italy who was born in 1880 , he drew
a real picture of Jesus without knowing it. Since I met Jesus, I drew a picture of Him using Adolfo Simeiones work. THE
PICTURE ON THE COVER OF THIS BOOK PROVES TO THE WORLD THAT I MET JESUS AND ALL 50 OF MY BOOKS ARE ABOUT
HIM- JESUS CHRIST, THE INTERGALACTIC SUPERSTAR- THE STARCHILD. When Jesus comes back, and if He looks like the
picture on the cover of this book, that would prove that I met Him personally. There is no Rapture or war before the Second
Coming. Isaiah chpt 22 put a curse on the visions of the Second Coming. Read this book to see the error that Theologians
have made with the help of Satan in the last 500 years. Satan has been telling people when Jesus appears, that He will be
the enemy. That's Satan entire defense. He does not want people to worship Jesus when He appears. Insane Theologians
have been feeding the public with the wrong gospel of a preTribulation, Midtribulation, Post tribulation web of lies.Also
Satan other defense against the Church is the pedophile scandal, that Jesus warned us about in Mathew chpt 18. Also the
birth of Israel in 1948 proves that this is the last generation before the end where 1/3 of the human race is "Taken" to hell
(psalm 110:6, Revelation chpt 9). Jesus will appear with all of His Angels and the Saints. He will at first live in The King David
Hotel in Jerusalem. The Dome on the Rock will be removed and the Angels of Jesus Christ will rebuild the new Temple ..
Mother Church and Jesus Christ will rule all the nations. The Star of David on the Israeli flag is really a Crown of Thorns.

The Divinity of Our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ
The Gospel According to Mark
Jesus Christ in World History
In this cogent volume, renowned Christian historian Martin Marty delivers a brief yet sweeping account of Christianity and
how it spread from a few believers two thousand years ago to become the world’s largest religion. Comprising nearly one
third of the world’s population–more than two billion followers–Christianity is distinctive among major faiths in that it derives
both its character and its authority from the divinity of its central figure, Jesus Christ. Examining this facet of Christianity
from historical and sociological viewpoints, Marty lays bare the roots of this faith, in turn chronicling its success throughout
the world. Writing with great style, and providing impeccable interpretations of historical, canonical, and liturgical
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documents, Marty gives readers of all faiths and levels of familiarity with Christian practices and history a highly useful and
supremely accessible primer. He depicts the life of Christ and his teachings and explains how the apostles set out to spread
the Gospel. With a special emphasis on global Christianity, he shows how the religion emerged from its ancestral
homelands in Africa, the Levant, and Asia Minor, was imported to Europe, and then spread from there to the rest of the
world, most often via trade and conquest. While giving a broad overview, Marty also focuses on specific issues, such as how
Christianity struggles with the polar tensions inherent to many of the faith’s denominations, and how it attempts to
reconcile some of its stances on armed conflict, justice, and dominion with the teachings of Christ. The Christian World is a
chronicle of one of the great belief systems and its many followers. It’s a magnificent story of emperors and kings, war and
geography, theology and politics, saints and sinners, and the earthly battle to save souls. Above all, it’s a remarkable
testament to the teachings of Christ and how his message spreads around the globe to touch human experience
everywhere. From the Hardcover edition.

Life of Christ
Jesus Christ in the Understanding of World Religions
Revelation
Spiritual Wisdom from Jesus Christ (PDF)
A study aid for adult catechesis and religious education.

How Christianity Changed the World
It’s no secret that the center of Christianity has shifted from the West to the global South and East. While the truths of the
Christian faith are universal, new contexts bring new questions, new understandings, and new expressions. What does this
mean for theology? Is the Christian faith not only culturally translatable, but also theologically translatable?Timothy
Tennent answers this question with a resounding yes. Theological reflection is alive and well in the majority world church,
and these new perspectives need to be heard, considered, and brought into conversation with Western theologians. Global
theology can make us aware of our own blind spots and biases. Because of its largely conservative stance, global theology
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has much to offer toward the revitalization of Western Christianity.Tennent examines traditional theological categories in
conversation with theologians from across the globe, making this volume valuable for students, pastors, missionaries, and
theologians alike.

Jesus' Plan for a New World
The final book of the Bible, Revelation prophesies the ultimate judgement of mankind in a series of allegorical visions, grisly
images and numerological predictions. According to these, empires will fall, the "Beast" will be destroyed and Christ will rule
a new Jerusalem. With an introduction by Will Self.

Jesus, Paul and the End of the World
The Revelation of Jesus Christ
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